INTR~OUCTI~N
We continue here work on the classification of Lie module triple systems over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero begun in [4] , where we indicated how to decompose a Lie module triple system under certain restrictions into constituents from two relatively simple subclasses. We study these two subclasses in the present paper.
Recall [S] that a Lie module triple system (abbreviated LMTS) is formed from a finite dimensional Lie algebra 27 having a nondegenerate symmetric associative (invariant) bilinear form b and a finite dimensional faithful Y-module M having a nondegenerate Y-invariant bilinear form cp, that is, cpw, Y) = -cp(x, YO (1.1) for all x, y E M, 1 E 9. A triple product { , , } is defined on M by defining {xyz} := xR(y, z), w h ere R: M x M + 2 is defined by setting Ml> NY, ~1) = CPM Y) (1.2) for all y, z E M, I E 3. The Lie module triple system (M, { , , } ) is denoted of,{ 2 3 }, 2, b, 'p} when the ingredients need to be specified. (M, { , , }, 2, b, cp) is a Type Z LMTS if ill is an irreducible -Y-module and is a Type ZZ LMTS if M is the direct sum of two irreducible z-submodules such that 'p restricted to any irreducible Y-submodule of M is zero. By Corollary 3.5 of [4] , Type I and Type II LMTSs are the constituents out of which can be formed any LMTS (M, { , , }, 2, b, cp) for which M is a completely reducible P-module with cp symmetric or symplectic.
The goal of this paper is to classify Type I and Type II LMTSs by considering their derivation algebras. In Section 2 we prove that their derivation algebras are reductive and in Section 3 we give a bound on the dimension of toral subalgebras centralizing 9 in the derivation algebra of WC{ >, }, 9, b, cp). We use these results in Section 4 to obtain the classification.
REDUCTIVITY OF DERIVATION ALGEBRAS
Recall from Corollary 2.11 of [S] that in a LMTS (A4, ( , , }, 9, b, cp), P'= R(M, M) := {CI=~ R(y,, zi) 1 yi, zi EM) and that [S, (2.8.1)]
for all x, y, z, U, u E M. In operator form (2.1) becomes [WY, z), R(u, o)l = NYau, VI, z) + NJ4 zR(u, 0)). ( 
2.1')
Hence R(u, u) is a derivation of (M, { , , }), where D E End A4 is a derivation of (A4, { , , } ) if
[WY, z), 01 = WYD, z)+ WY, zD) (2.2) for all y, z E M. Elements of Z' are called inner derivations. Equation (2.2) implies that 9 is an ideal of Der(M, { , , }), the Lie subalgebra of End M-consisting of derivations of (Af, { , , }).
End, A4 will denote the Lie subalgebra of End M-of P-module endomorphisms of M. Note that End, A4 is the centralizer of 9 in End M-. We need the following technical lemma. 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLEMENT 2'
If (M { 7 3 }, 9, b, q) is a LMTS with Der(M, { , , }) reductive, 9' is reductive since it is an ideal of Der(M, { , , }) so, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, Der(M, { , , } ) = [dp, Y] OX, where X := DerW, { , , }) n End, M is reductive, and the center of dp centralizes Y,T)= --cp(x, +x2, (y, + y2)E) so E E X. E is nilpotent so X = s/(2).
CLASSIFICATION
We now prove our classification result: (a) M, and M, are isomorphic self-dual 3-modules, in which case a = f 1, dp is semisimple, and Der(M, { , , }) = 9 OsZ(2).
( [4] for the definition) of such a Lie triple system is a Type II for which D 4 9'. Finally we give an example of a Type II LMTS which is the direct sum of isomorphic submodules. as an 2'-module with M, ={w@al WET/,}, M,= {w @ b 1 w E V, } and M, z M, and both are irreducible. Any lowest weight vector of M is of the form y @ e for some e E V,. Then the highest weight vector of the 9-submodule P generated by ~@e is x@e. Now $(x@e, y@e)=cp,(x, y)q,(e,e)=8.0=0 since (p2 is symplectic so $1, is zero and (M, { , , } ) is Type II.
Note that if (M, { , , }) is a Type II LMTS, then (M,, M2) is a pair algebra as defined by Faulkner in [3] .
